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Introduction
As is commonly known, the most influential study on foreign
trade after that of Ricardo may be a paper written by J.S. Mill:“Of
the Laws of Interchange between Nations; and the Distribution of
the Gains of Commerce among the Countries of the Commercial
World”（１８３０）. When Mill published this paper, which had re-
mained as manuscript, as the opening page of his Essay on Some Un-
settled Questions of Political Economy（１８４４）３）, he disclosed the impe-
tus for publication, namely, the controversies stirred by Colonel Tor-
rens’s The Budget（１８４４）and his own first paper that related di-
rectly to the points of controversy.
In reference to this statement from Mill, in this article, I will examine
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the considerable changes in perspective, critical thinking, and theoreti-
cal framework within the theory of foreign trade between the times of
Ricardo and Mill. First, I will examine the controversies between Tor-
rens and Senior, a representative antagonist of Torrens. Second, I will
reexamine the features of Ricardo’s theory on foreign trade as an ob-
servational basis for the controversies.４）
I―１）Torrens on The Budget
The Budget５） comprises a series of Letters that Torrens had origi-
nally written separately between August１８４１and January１８４３. Let-
ters I, II, and the Postscript to Letter IX are especially important to
us, because they deal directly with the subjects of foreign trade.
In May１８４１ the Whig government６） tabled the budget, which was
then rejected. Two plans in the budget became especially important
issues of contention. One was the modification of the Corn Laws,
which were to substitute the then-current sliding duties with fixed du-
ties, in the amount of８s. per quarter on wheat. Another issue was a
change in the sugar trade that reduced the foreign-trade duties from
６０s. to３６s. per hundred-weight, leaving the then-current duties of２４s.
on colonial sugar unaltered.
Notwithstanding the defeat, the government did not resign, and the
political state of Great Britain fell into disarray. It was under these cir-
cumstances that Torrens published Letters I and II― for Lord John
４）Refer to next papers as studies about the relationship between Torrens and
Mill in a theory of foreign trade. Fujimoto, M.（１９９７）. Moroizumi, S.（１９９７）.
５）Torrens, R.（２０００）Vol. V.
６）Second & Third Melbourne Cabinet（in April１８３５―in August１８４１）
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Russell, who introduced the budget.
Torrens, at the beginning of Letter I, criticizes changes to the Corn
Laws. The Whigs had intended, by changing to fixed duties on import
from foreign countries, to lower the price of bread. Torrens, however,
anticipated the actual results being quite the opposite. Under the
then-current sliding scale７）, in all those years of deficient supply, the
import duty would fall below８s. per quarter for wheat, and the price
of wheat would also fall. As a result, Torrens says, it was proved by
McCulloch― who had examined real data―that the average price of
corn would be cheaper under the existing system than under a fixed
duty system.
The Whigs had also thought that a fixed duty would preclude a
sudden and extraordinary rise in prices, which would take place at
foreign ports whenever a larger-than-average import volume into
Great Britain was required for certain harvests. Torrens again be-
lieves that the results would be quite the opposite, stating that a fixed
duty would make the price of corn more unstable. Torrens remarks
that the then-current sliding system had promoted competition among
merchants who were making speculative trades: merchants order con-
signments of foreign corn when prices are rising and duties falling in
expectation of deficient harvest. If a favorable weather occurs, they
will suffer double losses of paying the higher duties and receiving the
fewer prices. If the season becomes more unfavorable, they will obtain
double gains. Such kinds of big losses or gains promote the specula-
tive trades. As a result, abundance would be created in the very years
７）About the sliding-scale, Refer to Hattori（１９９１）pp.５８―６７.
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in which deficiency had been expected. Through that speculative trad-
ing, individual merchants may realize large gains or losses, but con-
sumers will enjoy the advantage of stable price. In contrast to the slid-
ing duty,‘An invariable［fixed］duty would check speculative impor-
tation; would cause, when a deficient harvest occur, the extent of for-
eign supply to be more nearly proportional to the extent of the home
deficiency.’８） Torrens concludes that, this is the precise fixed duty
that would have an injurious effect ―i.e., increase people’s food prices.
Torrens therefore appreciated that the adoption of the Whig plan,
instead of being a step that would advance free trade in corn, would
be a regressive and counterproductive movement towards restriction
and protection.
Next in the latter part of Letter I and the whole of Letter II, Tor-
rens takes up the issue of changes in sugar duties. The British gov-
ernment, by decreasing duties on foreign sugar and leaving duties on
colonial sugar untouched, sought to increase import of sugar from the
foreign countries for which the duties were still higher than those of
colonies. As a result, the Exchequer would receive increased revenues
that would be paid as importation duties on foreign sugar.
Torrens seems to approve of the aforementioned government think-
ing. He, however, proceeds to examine the other effects of those ac-
tions and changes. What would happen to import from the colonies？
Resulting initially from the changes, according to Torrens, would be
reduction of differences in sugar prices between foreign countries and
８）Torrens, V, pp.３―４.
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the colonies（with the former being８２s. and the latter being６１s., both
including duties）; Torrens asserts that differences would become very
small（after being changed to５８s. and６１s., respectively）. As such col-
ony sugar would be only３s. more expensive, so that‘under the pro-
posed change of duties, British colonial sugar would fall to the level of
foreign sugar, and both would be furnished to the consumer at the
price of５８s. per hundred-weight’. Torrens, from the consumer view
point, says that‘［such an］alteration would appear to be beneficial’.９）
Would the decrease in import from the colonies, however, benefit
Britain？ The value amounts of that decrease would take two forms:
one of them would result from a displacement to foreign sugar, and
another would be caused by a３s. decrease in the price of colonial
sugar, which continue to be imported by Great Britain. Altogether,
this value amounts to the considerable sum of ２，５４８，０３８l., which
would be lost in the trade between Great Britain and its colonies. Tor-
rens denounces these changes at first, citing the damages to the colo-
nies; some colonies, like Trinidad and British Guiana, might compete
with foreign countries, like Cuba and Brazil, but Jamaica and the
other older colonies would suffer the unmitigated losses. Great Britain,
too would suffer; Torrens says that‘British goods to the value of
２，５４８，０３８l. would cease to be expected to the colonies in return.’１０）
Unless Great Britain would find alternative markets, rather than its
colonies, the destruction of capital would follow suddenly and the ef-
fects of extensive changes to trade channels of trade could not be eas-
９）Ibid., p.１３.
１０）Ibid., p.１４.
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ily estimated.
Changes to trade policies, although framed by sound theoretical
principles, should also adhere to the maxim of‘AVOID SUDDEN
CHANGE’. This considered, were the changes to sugar duties as
found in the Whig budget, from the beginning, framed by theoretically
correct principles？ Torrens arrives at the crux of his arguments.
In reality, there was an urgent but rather theoretical matter at
hand, namely,‘the existing commercial treaty between this country
［Great Britain］and Brazil expires in１８４２, upon two years’notice,
and that notice has been given’.１１）The Whig budget assumed a con-
tinuance of a levy on Brazilian sugar: a differential duty of５０％ over
and above the duty on sugar from the British colonies.（i.e.,３６s. for
foreign countries,２４s. for colonies）
Torrens anticipates that, under such circumstances,‘it is not unrea-
sonable to assume, that, on the expiration of the commercial treaty,
the government of Brazil will impose upon the British goods a duty in
some degree.’１２）The extent of that degree would be proportionate to
what Britain may charge on produce. If matters were to proceed on
that assumption, ponders Torrens, what would be the impact on Bra-
zil and on Great Britain？
Torrens sought to answer this question by stating in his Letters
three hypothetical cases: the simple case between Britain and Brazil;
that between England’s muslin and France’s wine industries; and that
between England and Cuba, the latter of which is a representative
１１）Ibid., pp.１５―６.
１２）Ibid., p.１６.
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country with which England holds a commercial relationship. The
third of these cases was famous among economists and researchers of
Torrens’s time; bear in mind that whenever this case is under consid-
eration, the assumption these are the only two countries in the world
market.
In addressing to three hypothetical cases, it is most important for
Torrens that the imposition duty on foreign trade changes the distri-
bution of precious metals among countries, which brings about further,
marked effects to the countries concerned.
He examined the matters by way of４‘propositions’as follows.
First, ― the counties trade among themselves as being each‘duty
free’, and a trade of barter is established among them, so that‘pre-
cious metals will be distributed amongst them in equal propositions,
and the general scale of prices will be the same in each.’１３）
Second, ― any country（A）imposes import duties on the products
of another country（B）, while B continues a policy of free trade with
A. This is referred to as a unilateral case.
Country A cannot continue to import the same quantity of goods,
since the prices of foreign goods necessarily increase on account of du-
ties; therefore, the demand of consumers in A would decrease. On the
other hand, country B cannot continue to export the same quantities
of goods to A, because B cannot afford import costs levied by A.
Country B must pay those costs with precious metals that it takes
from its circulation. Those precious metals would flow into the circula-
tion of A, where the general price would increase. Torrens points out
１３）Ibid., p.２８.
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that A, by raising the money wages, would‘obtain, in exchange for
the produce of a given quantity of her labour, the produce of a
greater quantity of foreign labour.’１４） Conversely, country B loses
some of its precious metals, resulting in a currency construction; ulti-
mately, there would be a fall there in terms of general prices, profits,
and wages, and the like.
Another reaction, however, could dovetail from these circumstances.
Country A would gradually increase its volume of import from B, be-
cause its income will have risen and the prices of B’s products will
have fallen. For B, the reverse would occur: it would increase its vol-
ume of exports and gradually obtain precious metals. At what point
does this process cease？ Torrens guesses that, it would continue‘un-
til the commerce between two countries should be restored to a trade
of barter.’１５）Commerce between A and B would return to a trade of
barter; however, the circulations of both countries would change: that
of A would expand, but that of B would contract.‘The result of the
altered distribution of the precious metals now effected［sic］, would
be, that the price of labour, of corn, and of all domestic productions,
would be reduced’in B‘and increased’in A.１６）If this situation were
to continue, the labor of A would have stronger command to the labor
of B, although the trade would be in barter.
Third, ― country B may recover its command of precious metals
‘by imposing retaliatory and equivalent duties on the importation of
the production of A by which the hostile tariffs are maintained’,１７）
１４）Ibid., p.２８.
１５）Ibid., p.３２.
１６）Ibid., p.３３.
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This is referred to as a retaliatory case.
As such, events unfold in a manner obverse to that seen in second
case, above. Torrens’s description thereof is outlined below.
Fourth, ― as says Torrens‘When, from foreign rivalry and hostile
tariffs, a country［A］begins to lose a portion of her former command
over the precious metals, and to experience a contraction of the cur-
rency, a fall in prices, in profits, and in wages, and a falling off in the
revenue….’１８）
In the face of this distress, can the government of A be calm with
its policy？ If Cuba had retained its duties against England, Torrens
comments,‘the two countries［would continue］to impose equal im-
port duties upon the productions of each other, then, as［it］will have
appeared from the illustrations already given, the transfer of the met-
als from Cuba to England would have ceased, and the international
commerce would have settled to a trade of barter as soon as curren-
cies of the two countries were equalized….’１９） That is to say, two
countries would have the opportunity to return the first case scenario.
Unfortunately, things do not proceed on this course. As Torrens ex-
plains, by way of a hypothetical scenario,‘Cuba has the fortune to be
under the government of a Whig ministry.’２０） The minister, a high
ranking patriot of and who wanted to restore Cuba’s prosperity, had
resolved to repeal the duties on the import of A’s goods, without wait-
ing to stipulate with Cuba that it offer a corresponding reduction in its
１７）Ibid., p.２８.
１８）Ibid., p.２９.
１９）Ibid., P.４１.
２０）Ibid., p.４０.
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tariffs. What happened as a result？ Precious metals from Cuba
flowed out more rapidly than before, and Cuba would aggravate its
distress.
This hypothetical scenario, of course, was the point of reference in
contemporary politics. Torrens had the opinion that Great Britain
should not reduce its duties on foreign sugar, unless the foreign coun-
tries legislate similar policies in kind. This idea is known as the princi-
ple of‘reciprocity’, which is theorized by Torrens.
It is broadly known among researchers that Torrens had hit upon
the idea of‘reciprocity’in preparing his Letters on Commercial Policy
（１８３３）.２１）In The Budget , especially in the Postscript to Letter , he ex-
plains his theory as follows.
The exchangeable value of commodities, whether produced in the
same country, or in different countries, is determined by the relation-
ship between demand and supply. Within the same country, however,
the cost of production adjusts the relationship between demand and
supply because labor and capital can be transferred with little diffi-
culty, and consequently competition regulates and equalizes the ex-
changeable values as a production cost. Meanwhile, with regard to dif-
ferent countries, this equalizing transference of labor and capital is al-
ways difficult to attain; we can therefore say, as does Torrens, that
‘the terms of international exchanges are determined, not by cost of
production, but by the principles of demand and supply.’２２）
Torrens illustrates as follows. First, two countries―we shall call
２１）Cf., Robins, L.（１９５８）, p.５. de Vivo, G.,（２０００）, pp. i-v. Kawai, Y.（２００６）, p.３６.
２２）Ibid., p.３３４.
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them X and Y―exchanges a definite quantity of commodities, in ac-
cordance with their supplies and demands. In such a case, the terms
of exchange are equal. If the consumers in X become able and willing
to offer１．５times the quantity of its products for the products of Y,―
while Y brings that product, in the same quantity, to market,―then
three X goods would become equal in value to two Y goods. This prin-
ciple, Torrens intends, can be applied to the manner in which import
duties affect value. If country A imposes high import duties on the
produce of B, it will diminish its demand for the products of B, and
consequently alter the terms of the international exchange, to the ad-
vantage of A, and the disadvantage of B.
Torrens in The Budget believes that a government should behave ac-
cording to the principle of‘reciprocity’and not take a unilateral pol-
icy that one-sidedly repeals or decreases duties on foreign products;
that is because such rash and indiscreet policy would result in that
country’s loss of its advantage in terms of international exchanges.２３）
I―２）Senior criticism of The Budget
Torrens’s‘The Budget’, especially Letter II, created a sensation.
There was some discussion of it at the Political Economy Club, where
２３）‘It was in commercial policy that Torrens did his most original thinking, in
the defense of reciprocity as a means of avoiding deflation and improving
the terms of trade, but on this he was so out of accord with the trend of the
times that he had almost no contemporary influence on thought or policy’
（Fetter, F.W.,［１９５８］１９９１, p.１２３）However, Torrens‘quiet dishonestly told
Disraeli that reciprocity was endorsed by the majority of economists.’（O’
Brien, D.P.,（［１９７７］１９９１, p.２１３.）I interpreted Torrens not dishonestly do-
ing but truly believing it.
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Senior announced to the assembled company that he was going to re-
ply in the Edinburgh Review ; that reply appeared in an issue July
１８４３.２４）
Senior, at first, criticized the arguments of The Budget as represent-
ing a reproduction of mercantilism, for Torrens maintained that a na-
tion can augment its wealth by restraining any trade that was previ-
ously free.
According to Senior, there are two incorrect assumptions inherent
in Torrens’s arguments:, first, that a country can exclude foreign com-
modities without diminishing the efficiency of its own labor; and sec-
ondly, that the value in any country of precious metals depends solely
on their quantities there.
First of all, Senior points out, if we accept Adam Smith’s proposition
that the productiveness of labor depends on its division and the ex-
tent of the market, we must recognize that the restriction of foreign
trade according to Torrens’proposal will increase suffering within a
country―not merely by virtue of the increased cost of commodities it
is forced to produce, rather than importing them, but also by virtue of
the general diminution of the efficiency of its own industry, occasioned
by the misdirection of capital and the diminished division of labor. As
one can see, Senior emphasizes the benefits of the division of labor as
applied to the international sphere, asmuch as to the domestic sphere.
Senior believes that the benefits derived from the division of labor
arise almost exclusively from the use of machinery, and from the in-
creased dexterity and assiduity of each worker as his or her field of
２４）Cf. Robbins, L.（１９５８）pp.１９７―２２５.
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operation is further confined; furthermore‘International commerce
adds the still greater benefits arising from varieties in soil and cli-
mate.’２５）According to Senior, Torrens himself in his early publications
has described that‘the territorial division of labour’, which was first
applied to international commerce, had been more beneficial than
even domestic interchanges.
Torrens believes, however, that by restricting foreign trade, any
given country could draw money into its borders. This is the case
when a country imposes import duties on the product of other coun-
tries, while those other countries continue to receive their products
duty-free. As a result, Torrens considers, the country draws to it a
larger proportion of the precious metals and it maintains higher gen-
eral prices compared to its neighbours. In exchange for the higher
price of a given quantity of its labor, the country can obtain the prod-
ucts derived from a greater quantity of foreign cheaper labor.
In Torrens’s reasoning, Senior found, first of all,‘that theory［that］
is favoured by Mr Ricardo’; in that theory, he says‘the local value of
the precious metals depends on what Colonel Torrens calls their dis-
tribution; that is to say, on the comparative amount of them in each
country.’２６）Ricardo uses this idea, as Senior understands,‘in some un-
guarded passages, particularly in his chapter on foreign trade.’; as
Senior says, Ricardo’s idea originally contains‘the germ of most of the
errors which have expanded themselves so vigorously in the writings
of Colonial Torrens.’２７）
２５）Senior, N.S.（１９８８）Vol.５.,‘Free Trade and Retaliation’p.１３.
２６）Ibid., p.１６.
２７）Ibid., p.１６.
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However, Senior assesses this theory as erroneous, because it sup-
poses‘that some unknown agent has thrown into the commercial
world a certain amount of the precious metals, incapable of increase
or diminution, and depending for its value on its quantity’. According
to Senior, Ricardo presumes that the amounts of the precious metals
in the world could not be increased or decreased. Torrens in turn uses
Ricardo’s theory to maintain that no country could increase its stock
of money except by taking from that of another, i.e., Torrens does not
admit‘that the value of either is connected with its cost of produc-
tion.’２８） From Senior’s view point, this is a grave problem. No one
would maintain that gold and silver differ from other metals, except in
terms of their greater scarcity and durability. The value of gold and
silver are determined not only by their quantity（i.e., scarcity）but
also by their cost in terms of wages and profits,―as Senior says,‘or,
to use another nomenclature, in［terms of］labour and abstinence.’２９）
Senior adds that the value of gold and silver as money, depend also
on other factors, such as the rapidity of its circulation, the prevalence
of exchanges, and the use of barter or credit, among other things. Fur-
thermore, as Torrens insists, it is certain that the power of a country
relates to the value of its money, and that its relative power changes
as its amounts of money increase or decrease. In summary, Senior be-
lieves that, the determinants of the value of money are very compli-
cated, but that its production cost permanently influences.
After examining Torrens’two aforementioned suppositions, Senior
２８）Ibid., p.１６.
２９）Ibid., p.１６.
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proceeds to criticize in more concrete terms Torrens’s arguments vis-
a｀-vis the effect of imposing a duty on foreign products.（He explains
by using figures deduced from contemporary data, which we omit.）
Senior takes the case of England and France as a model that‘show
［s］what would be the actual results to each country, of a change in
the French commercial code which should suddenly diminish by one
half our［i.e., England’s］exports to France’.３０）Initially, French capital
and French labor would need to be diverted from their previous em-
ployment, to produce at home what was previously purchased from
England. Since the efficiency of production at home would off course
diminish, the supply would be produced at an additional expense. In
addition, since labors being taken from other employment,‘this would
diminish the general division of labour, and the efficiency of French la-
bour.’３１）That is to say, Senior estimates that the loss of efficiency in
France would be doubled as a result of such a policy implementation.
Next, Senior supposes‘the increased cost of production of large
classes of commodities, comprising many of the most important mate-
rials and implements of agriculture and manufacture, would a further,
and probably a still more severe blow to the industry of France.’３２） in
using the term“large classes of commodities,”Senior seems to be re-
ferring to iron, which would have been previously imported from Eng-
land. He assesses that creating iron at home, in France, would lead not
only to a loss of production efficiency, but also to losses in terms of
materials and implements.
３０）Ibid., p.２９.
３１）Ibid., p.３０.
３２）Ibid., p.３０.
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Through these inferences Senior conclude, if France were to impose
duties on English products‘there would be a change in the distribu-
tion of the precious metals; and, what is really important, there would
be in France a change in the cost of obtaining them.’３３）On account of
this increased production cost, Senior anticipates that‘France would
not only have fewer commodities, but less gold and silver’３４） Senior
concludes that, the results of the policies would be precisely the oppo-
site of those that Torrens supposed they were intended to produce.
Senior then examines what would happen in England if it were to
be imposed duties on its products. According to him, there would be
two results. If England were to continue its imports from France, it
would needs to increase its remittance of precious metals to France or
cease to receive the precious metals that it current receives. Observ-
ing the real states of England’s foreign trades, Senior assesses that
‘such a change would produce a slight disturbance in the bullion
trade’,３５）and as the greater part of the bullion trade of England is for
the purpose of re-exportation,‘she might either direct to France a
larger portion than she now directs to her of her exports of the pre-
cious metals, or she might order her foreign correspondents to send to
France, instead of to herself’.３６） If we can visualize the whole of the
British money market, we might see that the effects of these duties,
then, would be only slight and transient.
The only true injury to England, Senior asserts, would be that the
３３）Ibid., p.３１.
３４）Ibid., p.３１.
３５）Ibid., p.３２.
３６）Ibid., p.３２.
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commodities formerly sent to France would need to find a different
destination, or the labor and capital formerly devoted to their produc-
tion would need to find different employment. Senior, however, esti-
mates that this inconvenience would again be neither will great nor
permanent, since Great Britain’s success in the world market would
allow it to absorb commodities formerly sent to France. Considering
that England’s exports to France were not especially adapted to
France, and England’s population had（and has）increased every year,
we can suppose that new markets for commodities are expanding as
much at home as in the foreign markets. Senior concludes that‘Not-
withstanding those hostile tariffs from which Colonel Torrens fears
our commercial dethronement, …, the exports of the British islands
augment more rapidly than either the population or the capital.’３７）
This assertion confirms, again, Senior’s unshakable confidence in Great
Britain’s economic power in the world market.
Senior further discusses the probable result,―of the scenario
wherein England adopts retaliatory measures, as recommend by Tor-
rens, and impose additional duties on French commodities. The result,
as we can easily surmise, would be the same as in the case of France:
England would then need to produce those goods at home or import
from them a less advantageous market, it would lose the efficiency of
the division of labor, and the raw materials it now imports would be
more expensive. Thus, England’s stock of precious metals would be
reduced, rather than increasing.
Senior, however, says that‘［al］though the results in each case
３７）Ibid., p.３３.
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would be the same in kind, they would be different in degree’; this
difference would derive from the situation in which‘the imports from
England into France［would］consist principally of the materials and
instruments of production … which is most useful to the mass of the
community.’While‘those from France into England consist princi-
pally of finished commodities … which are principally for the use of
the opulence classes.’３８） Senior forms opinion that the disadvantages
engendered by retaliation would not be much more detrimental to
France than to England.
In the latter part of this articles, Senior takes up arguments made
within Torrens’Postscript to Letter . At first, Senior criticizes Tor-
rens’s work, which supposes a model that contained two commodities
and two countries without precious metals, and where the terms of in-
ternational exchanges are determined not by cost of production, but
by demand and supply. This is in fact the supposition of trade monop-
oly, and so Torrens’s opinion would be true. However, says Senior, it
is‘one of those barren truth［s］from which no practical influences
can be drawn.’３９）
According to Senior, the cost of production is‘the real governor,
not only［of］domestic, but of international, commerce.’４０）The price of
a commodity, unless it is unaffected by monopoly, coincides with the
cost of production to the producer. This is obvious with respect to do-
mestic commerce; can the same be said in the case of international
３８）Ibid., p.３５.
３９）Ibid., p.３６.
４０）Ibid., p.３７.
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commerce？ One may ask why there are wage differences between
English cotton-spinners and French cotton-spinners, for example. In
asking this question, Senior may have imaging Ricardo’s propositions
that there are borders that labour and capital cannot easily transcend,
making it so that wage differences across countries cannot be dis-
solved. The causes of those differences, Senior points out, is precisely
the same as that between an English cabinetmaker’s wage that of a
lower-paid English carpenter, i.e.,‘the comparative efficiency of their
labour.’４１）Ultimately, he would say, the‘products of the labour and
capital of all the French and all the English manufactures are competi-
tors in the general market of the world.’４２）As such, there is, in reality,
no difference between the principles which regulate foreign exchange,
and those that regulate domestic exchange. Torrens might have
asked; what would happen if a sudden and great change in the de-
mand of France occurs？ Wages or profits in their trades, for a time,
raise or depress certainly, but Senior considers, these changes would
cease as soon as capital and labour employed in the industries con-
cerned were proportionately increased or decreased.
Torrens’erroneous deduction in his Postscript depends, in the first
place, on his exclusion of money use and, in the second place,‘on the
assumption that the supposed customhouse war is carried on between
the British empire on the one side, and the whole remainder of the
commercial world on the other,’４３）For example, it is supposed by a
British reader of Torrens that British tariffs are lower than those of
４１）Ibid., p.３８.
４２）Ibid., p.３８.
４３）Ibid., p.４２.
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France, the latter of which are distinguished by the exclusiveness of
the French commercial system. Senior, admitting to the difficulty of
examining these with accuracy, had sought to compare British and
French tariffs through real data; through rough approximation, he es-
timated the former at２０％, and the latter１３％. Senior assesses―, that
French tariff are not as high as Torrens asserts for Britain to adopt
the rigid enforcement of a retaliatory system. It is a kind of patriotic
blindness, Senior says, to‘recommend us to oppose differential duties
to the tariffs of Cuba and Brazil: ―countries whose staple commodi-
ties we tax at１５０，３００, and３，０００per cent！’４４）
At the end of this article, Senior suggested that an exit from our
sufferings and dangers we fear, would not be brought about by con-
test with foreign rivals but by‘consenting to purchase what they are
eager to sell ― because we know that our industry will be re-ani-
mated when it is unfettered, and prosperous when it ceases to be mis-
directed.’４５）
I―３）Torrens’s Reply to Senior
Torrens’s letter（Letter X）in response to Senior was published on
November１７,１８４３ in the Edinburgh Review. Our attention to this long
letter focuses on the fact that Torrens, especially near the beginning
of the letter, strongly lays out his opinion of Ricardo.
As we have seen, Senior denounces Torrens’s theory as a reproduc-
tion of the old mercantile system. Torrens argues that Senior commits
４４）Ibid., p.４６.
４５）Ibid., p.４７.
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the‘original error of confounding the principles of international ex-
change which I had borrowed from Ricardo, with the theory of the
mercantile economics.’４６）
According to Torren’s interpretation, Senior had misunderstood it
being Torrens’s insistence that wealth consists of precious metals, by
the reason that Torrens discussed the relationship between transfer-
ences of precious metals and price fluctuation, or between the restric-
tions on the importation of foreign commodities and the riches of a
country.
Concerning the latter point, Torrens accepts that he had recognized
restrictions on foreign trade diminishing the riches of a country in all
cases, but he concedes an exception: that in which a restriction may
operate so as to restore to domestic labor the power of commanding
foreign production.
With respect to the former point, Torrens strongly rejects any as-
sertion that he had said a balance in precious metals would enhance
the wealth of countries.‘My conclusions are uniformly derived from
the principles established by Ricardo,’he says,‘that international ex-
change resolves into a trade of barter, and that there can be no bal-
ance of trade beyond that casual and slight movement of the precious
metals which is requisite in order to bring the currencies of different
countries to par.’４７）According to Torrens, Senior had misunderstood
the principles developed by Ricardo, as Senior had accused Ricardo,
Torrens and Mill of maintaining‘the doctrine that the local value of
４６）Torrens, R., op. cit., p.３３２.
４７）Ibid., pp.３３３―４.
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the precious metals depends on the comparative amount of them in
each country.’４８） In line with this misconception, the quantity of met-
als would determine its value.‘The principles established by Ricardo,
following Mill and myself’, Torrens explains‘when any disturbing
cause has so contracted, or so expanded the currency of any particu-
lar country, as to raise or depress its value in relation to the curren-
cies of other countries, then, in that country, prices will either fall be-
low or rise above their previous level, until the influx or efflux of bul-
lion, as the case may be, shall have restored the exchange to par, and
commerce to a trade of barter.’４９）The value of the circulating me-
dium is not determined by its quantity, Torrens maintains, but rather
‘by its proportion which the amount of the circulation bears to the
commodities to be circulated.’５０） It is the point separated Torrens
from Senior whether quantity of commodities of a country determines
the value of money, or not. We will consider later the meaning of this
difference among them.
After these arguments, Torrens takes up other issues, such as what
regulates the terms of international exchange; his theory can apply
many countries and articles― as well as a case involving two coun-
tries and two articles―, and the question of the Repeal of the Corn
Laws. We here take up the last issue.
Senior had criticized Torrens not to admit the benefits of interna-
tional division of labour, which Torrens himself had developed in his
earlier publications. Torrens replied, he has not rejected on any occa-
４８）Ibid., p.３３５.
４９）Ibid., pp.３３５―６.
５０）Ibid., p.３３９.
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sion that‘the efficiency of labour is increased by territorial divisions
of employment, and that the most beneficial commerce is that which
has place between manufacturing countries in the circumstances of
England, and agricultural countries circumstanced as the empires of
Austria and Russia.’５１）We cannot doubt benefits of international trade
as a doctrine, but we must stare realities.
Torrens pointed out that,‘In１８３６, Lord Sydenham５２）, the President
of the Board of Trade, the disciple of Huskisson and Ricardo, and, on
all commercial questions, the most enlightened member of the Whig
Cabinet, took initiative measures for forming with the German Union
a commercial treaty on the Ricardo principles of international ex-
change.’５３）The treaty proposed a reduction in British import duties
on leading articles of German produce, namely timber and corn,‘in re-
turn for similar concessions by the German Union, in favor of British
manufactures.’５４）This behavior was clearly submitted to the principle
of reciprocity which Torrens has furnished on The Budget . In fact, Brit-
ain could not offer any reciprocal concessions to German Union. For,
‘Lord Sydenham’s hands were tied by“the invincible resistance”of
the supporters of British Corn Laws.’５５） That is,‘Lord Sydenham
joined the Whig Ministry on the express condition, that, as far as he
was concerned, the question of the Repeal of the Corn Laws should re-
main an open question.’５６）Torrens asks to Senior, whether there is
５１）Ibid., p.３７７.
５２）Charles Poulett Thomson（１７９９―１８４１）.
５３）Torrens, R., op. cit., pp.３７８―９.
５４）Ibid., p.３７８.
５５）Ibid., p.３７８.
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not inconsistency in Senior being an adherent of thus Whig cabinet
but at the same time a strongest supporter of free trade doctrine, or
not？ Torrens rather seems to appreciate Lord Sydenham not only by
his reciprocal policy but also by his hesitation about immediate repeal
of the Corn Laws.
As observed by Torrens, the long-continued resistance of Whig
cabinet to amelioration in British commercial code which the progress
of economical science and the condition of the country required, has
created a reaction in the public mind which brought forth the Anti-
Corn Law League. It is clear that we need a comprehensive alteration
in British commercial code, but it is an open question how to do it.
The League demanded a total and immediate repeal of the Con Laws,
but Torrens anticipated,‘［it］would be a panic throughout the agri-
cultural districts’, and‘There would be a rise, not a fall, in the price
of the first necessary of life.’Only under a gradual repeal of the Corn
Laws,‘tillage would be gradually extended in foreign growing coun-
tries, with view to the demands of British markets; whatever defi-
ciency might be caused in the home supply of corn, might be balanced
by importations from abroad.’５７）
Torrens in The Budget finally appeared as an opponent to the Anti-
Corn Laws League.
５６）Ibid., p.３８１.
５７）Ibid., pp.３８２―３.
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II The features of Ricardo’s theory on foreign trade, as the ba-
sis of observations of controversies
The most impressive matter or rather question ―stemming from
the controversies between Torrens and Senior, pertains to their con-
trasting attitudes to Ricardo’s economics. Senior emphasizes the cardi-
nal role of production cost in determining the value of exchange in in-
ternational and domestic spheres as like and also maintains the impor-
tance of“free trade”, but none the less seems to be critical of Ri-
cardo’s theory. On the other hand Torrens is rather steadfast in his
support to Ricardo, although he argues protectionist policies and
makes a point concerning the principles of demand and supply, rather
than those pertaining to production cost. When we consider the fea-
tures of Ricardo’s economics―especially those that touch free trade
and the labor theory of value, it would not be strange even if their at-
titude toward Ricardo were to be reversed.
There may be political circumstances in which each of these econo-
mists would bear a problematic attitude toward Ricardo, but I cannot
currently fathom it. In any case, our present aim is to consider the
theoretical framework as the crux of their differences.
II―１）Relationship between national economy and world economy:
Regulator in international trade
First of all, we have an interest here in these theorists’recognition
of the relationship between national and world economies, or the
home market and the international market. On one hand, Senior con-
siders these two items one body, while on the other, Torrens remarks
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upon their differences. This point, considering from a different point of
view, relates to their different recognition of regulator in international
trade.
The basis of Senior’s discussion is Smith’s theory concerning the di-
vision of labor, which illuminates how the productiveness of labor de-
pends upon the nature of its division. Moreover the extent of that divi-
sion depends upon the extent of the market. Senior understands the
extent of the market within his own time, expanding competition to a
world scale. National and international markets, he believes are identi-
cal by virtue of the fact that the cost of production regulates ex-
change relations in both spheres.５８）There seems to be no differences,
by Senior’s estimation, between unification through the international
exchange of commodities that are produced in each country, and the
direct identification afforded by the transparence of capital and labor
that passes across borders.
Unlike Senior, Torrens emphasizes the meaning of“borders”with
respect to economies by frequently citing Ricardo’s phrase,‘the same
rule which regulates the relative value of commodities in one country
does not regulate the relative of the commodities exchanged between
５８）Bowley（［１９３７］１９６７, p.２３０）also remarked Senior’s preoccupation with the
similarity between domestic and international trade and found one of its rea-
sons in‘Senior assumed complete immobility of factors production between
trading areas under consideration, and thus the analysis takes no account of
capital movements between areas. But when regarding nations as units Sen-
ior does not necessarily imply that there is complete mobility of factors
within national boundaries, for it is clear that since Senior’s treatment of in-
ternational trade was merely a development of that of domestic, he could as-
sume the general solution of the problem of domestic immobilities which he
had laid down earlier.’
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two or more countries.’５９）６０）The reason is that differences in regula-
tors result in the law of the average profit rate being rendered inef-
fective in international economies, owing to the difficulty of moving
capital and labor through different countries. In international econo-
mies, Torrens believes, the principles of demand and supply, ―and
not the cost of production, which can be applied in domestic area―,
regulates exchange among countries.
Opposing views regarding relationships among countries appear
with regards to interpretation of Ricardo’s theory of international gold
distribution. As seen, Senior understood it as the principle that certain
amounts of precious metals have been thrown into the commercial
world, and that the local values of those precious metals depend upon
their distribution. According, the value of money in each country in-
creases or decreases only in line with the quantity of precious metals
which is distributed to or taken from other countries. Senior’s inter-
pretation of the principles is not merely a criticism of Torrens; it also
reflects his recognition of the world economy, taken as one body.
According to Torrens’interpretation of the principles, within each
country there are on ahead price levels, that retain exchange-rate par-
５９）Ricardo, D.（１９５１）Vol. I, p.１３３.
６０）It is pointed out by some researchers that this statement of Ricardo became
the logical basis of Torrens’position which remarked the role of demand in
international exchange. Though Torrens might be deduced his opinion from
this statement, I doubt Ricardo himself having the same recognition because
I think the term of exchange in international exchange was out of his con-
cerns. Cf. Irwin, D.A., ch.７. However, Aldrich（２００４, pp.３８８―９０）considers
the possibility Ricardo having the rule of term of trade referring to the foot-
note in chapter‘VII on Foreign Trade’and chapter‘XXVIII on the com-
parative Value of Gold, Corn, and Lavour, in Rich and In Poor Countries in
Ricardo’s Principles’.
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ity, and if the quantity of money is disturbed for any reason, the price
levels will change so as to restore that parity. Torrens’s criticism of
Senior is that Senior’s interpretation of Ricardo overlooks the fact that
each country has its own unique price levels, and that they corre-
sponds to the country’s economic powers. The price levels of each
country, as embodied in the local value of money, changes by influx or
efflux of precious metals, not only by the distributed quantity of
money but also by the own price levels. From Torrens’s viewpoint,
Senior could not appreciate the significance of how the quantity of
money can affect the local value of money: Senior could not recognize
the existence of different local money of value because he had ne-
glected to note that domestic economic sphere is discrete from inter-
national economic sphere.
What was Ricardo’s understanding of relationship between national
and international economies？
It is well known among researchers that Ricardo changed his posi-
tion concerning the value of money, between the times of his early
work, and that of the Principles . In his High Price of Bullion , Ricardo
recognizes that‘precious metals…have been divided into certain pro-
portions among the civilized nations of the earth,…While so divided
they preserved every where the same value,…”６１）He previously un-
derstood the values of precious metals as being the same in every
country, as if the world economy were a sigle unit. In the Principles ,
however, it was clear that his thinking had changed: ’the value of
money is never the same in any two countries, depending as it does
６１）Ricardo（１９５１）Vol. III, p.５２.
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on relative taxation, on manufacturing skill, on the advantages, of cli-
mate, natural productions, and many other causes.’６２）Ricardo in the
Principles distinguishes national economy from international economy,
and so we could say that Torrens’s position resembles that of Ricardo.
Seniors’interpretation of Ricardo, on the other hand, more closely re-
semble that seen in Ricardo’s early work.
II―２）Acquisition of precious metals in foreign trade
Secondly, we remark on these authorities’opinions on the acquisi-
tion of precious metals in foreign trade.
Senior, as considered, rejected the mere distribution of precious
metals as something that changes the local value of money; he did,
however, appreciate the significance of an influx of precious metals
that results from national superiority vis-a｀-vis the cost of production.
In his The Cost of Obtained Money, written by him in１８３０, he analyzes
the phenomenon wherein there are considerable differences in wages
across different countries. After introducing and criticizing various
opinions on the causes of those differences, he propounds his own
opinion as follows:‘It is probable that the connexion between the
value, in the precious metals, of labour, or, in other words, money
wages, and the cost of importing the precious metals, may not appear
so clear to many of my hearers as it does to myself’６３）Senior’s idea
was that power relating to the import of precious metals is the cause
of across-country differences in money wages.
６２）Ricardo（１９５１）Vol. I, p.１４３.
６３）Senior, N.W.（１９８８）Vol. II, p.１２.
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A country, in which laborers receive higher money wages, if it con-
tains no mines, must import precious metals from other countries that
are willing to exchange them for exportable commodities. According
to Senior, it is necessary for any country that wants to produce such
exportable commodities to have diligence- and skills-rich labors. Thus,
it seems self-evident that differences in techniques and work habits
among laborers will give rise to wage difference. The originality of
Senior’s opinion, however, lies in its emphasis on the power to import
metals,― that is, to export commodities. In his understanding, pre-
cious metals have rendered the contemporary world a single country:
‘In fact the portableness of the precious metals and the universality
of the demand for them render the whole commercial world one coun-
try, in which bullion is the money and inhabitants of each nation form
a distinct class of labourers’６４） In his assessment, just workers with
superior diligence or skill receive a higher reward in every district,
Englishman workers with superior diligence or skills will be better
paid than Frenchman, Polish, or Asian workers, in the general market
of the world. We can clearly see that Senior recognizes the commer-
cial world as one body.
In fact, in terms of increasing Great Britain’prosperity and improv-
ing the lives of its workers, Senior seems to attach more importance
to foreign trade than does Ricardo. According to Senior, as is the case
in all mining countries, all prices ultimately depend on the cost of pro-
ducing precious metal; therefore, in Great Britain, the amount of
money income of each individual depends on the prosperity of the
６４）Ibid., p.１４.
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country’s foreign commerce, because‘the mine worked by England is
the general market of the world’.６５）Events that occurred in England
during the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries had made
English labor more than１０ times as efficient in terms of the produc-
tion of exportable commodities than its international counterparts;
those events also reduced to one-half, or less than one-half, the cost in
England of obtaining precious metals. Great Britain’s power in compet-
ing with foreigners is the cause of high wage rates in England, and so
Senior says it is absurd to complain of those high wage. According to
Senior, it is the quantity of precious metals owned by English laborers
that expresses the prosperity of England.
Since The Cost of Obtained Money was published, Torrens often de-
clared his respect for it . Actually, LetterII in The Budget started by
observing that‘the money wages of labour, and the prices of the first
necessaries of life, are different in different countries’,６６） he then ad-
mits that the main cause for different wage levels is‘found to be the
different degree of efficacy with which in different countries labour is
applied.’６７）Similarities between Senior and Torrens on this issue, how-
ever, end here. Torrens speaks of principles, whereby‘superior effi-
ciency in the labour which produces exportable articles, give to the
country possessing it a higher scale of general prices than that pos-
sessed by her neighbours.’６８）Torrens considers that the efficiency of
some industries in a given country, by which they acquire money
６５）Ibid., p.１５.
６６）Ibid., p.２４.
６７）Ibid., p.２４.
６８）Ibid., p.２５.
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from the international economy and then increases the general price
level（which contains‘the prices of the first necessaries of life’）, then
results in high money wages. In contrast, Senior attributes the cause
of high money wage in England directly to the superiority of individ-
ual industries in England.
Since Torrens believes that an increase in the quantity of money
causes also increasing the general price, he can insist not that only the
efficiency of labor but also some import duties could increase the gen-
eral price and riches of a country.‘Import duties upon the introduc-
tion of foreign commodities have also an important influence in regu-
lating the distribution of the precious metals,’says Torrens,‘and in
determining the comparative scale of prices which any particular
country is able to maintain.’６９）The acquisition of precious metals from
international areas, for Torrens, depends not only on its economy
power, but on its policy.
Unlike Senior or Torrens, Ricardo underscores the significance of
foreign trade not in acquiring money or exchangeable value, but in in-
creasing the value of use in a country. As is well known, his chapter
‘On Foreign trade’begins with the statement that‘No extension of
foreign trade will immediately increase the amount of value in a coun-
try, although it will very powerfully contribute to increase the mass of
commodities, and therefore the sum of enjoyments.’７０） In examining
this statement, it is clear that the standpoint of Senior and Torrens is
quite distinct from that of Ricardo.
６９）Ibid., p.２５.
７０）Ricardo, op. cit., p.１２８.
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In the same chapter, however, we also find the following assertion
‘the improvement of a manufacture in any countries tends to alter
the distribution of the precious metals amongst the nations of the
world: it tends to increase the quantity of commodities, at the same
time that it raises general prices in the country where the improve-
ment takes place.’７１） According to Ricardo, precious metals are in
principle distributed so as to constitute purely a trade of barter; these
facts would lead to a change in their proportions among countries if a
particular country were to increase its productivity with respect to a
commodity otherwise imported through foreign trade. The country
can now produce and increase its volume of commodities in the do-
mestic economy and, moreover reserve the money that would other-
wise have been paid for foreign trade. In that country, however, the
general price would increase and, as a result, its export must be re-
duced by increasing its exchange rate, thus recovering the level bar-
ter-trade level.
It is clear that Ricardo’s thinking resembles that of Torrens, who at-
taches importance on changes to general price by way of favorable
foreign trades. Likewise, Ricardo admits that‘Bounties on exportation
or importation, new taxes on commodities, sometimes by their direct,
and at other times by their indirect operation, disturb the natural
trade of barter, and produce a consequent necessity of importing or
exporting money, in order that prices may be accommodated to the
natural course of commerce.’７２）
７１）Ibid., p.１４１.
７２）Ibid., p.１４２.
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Thus, it becomes clear that Torrens follows in Ricardo’s footsteps
and focuses simply on a phase that Ricardo understands to be a tran-
sitional process to a barter trade. Ricardo might not agree with Tor-
rens’s protectionist policy, but the effect of that policy, as it were, can
be found in the sphere supposed by Ricardo theory.
What, then, is the thinking that truly distinguishes Torrens and
Senior from Ricardo？
II―３）Relationship between a theory of foreign trade and a theory of
value and price
Third, we consider the relationship between a theory of foreign
trade and a theory of value and price.
Ricardo, as observed, proposes that foreign trade does not‘immedi-
ately’increase the amounts of value within a country（as per the so-
called“proposition of constant value”）. Foreign trade does not in-
crease the amounts of value, according to Ricardo, because the value
of commodities imported into the country only replaces the commodi-
ties exported from that country; therefore, as long as the exchanges
are equivalent in value, the original amounts of value are retained. As
such foreign trade changes only‘the amount and variety of objects
on which revenue may be expended, and affords, by the abundance
and cheapness of commodities, incentives to saving, and to the accu-
mulation of capital.’７３）According to Ricardo, the effect of foreign trade
is essentially the same as if machinery had lowered production ex-
penses.
７３）Ibid., p.１３３.
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Ricardo’s proposition of constant value is supported by his recogni-
tion that‘in all cases the demand for foreign and home commodities
together, as far as regards value, is limited by revenue and capital of
the country.’７４）A national economy would not break down, even if
foreign trade had decreased or been altogether abolished, because the
consumer‘might either consume the commodities which were before
exported, or any others for which they had an inclination. The capital
required for their production would be supplied by the capital liber-
ated from the foreign trade.’７５）The structure of national economy, in
the frame work of Ricardo economics, would persist in the absence of
foreign trade.７６）Ricardo, using this frame-work, criticizes Smith, who
insists that high profits in foreign trade increase the general rate of
profit; Ricardo maintains instead‘that the profits of the favoured
trade will speedily subside to the general level.’７７）
Foreign trade in Ricardo economics does not, off course, carry such
negative connotations. When commodities are obtained at cheaper
rate through foreign commerce and they are exclusively commodities
consumed by the rich, nothing would happen to the national economy.
On the other hand, if the imported commodities are necessities on
which wages are expended, whenever there is a fall in money wages,
the rate of profit would increase and accumulation would be pro-
７４）Ibid., p.１３２.
７５）Ibid., p.１３１.
７６）It is difficult to disagree with Thweatt’s contention［１９７６, p.２１６］‘［In Ri-
cardo’s Essay on Profits］Foreign trade, acting as a substitute for the short-
age of land, would convert diminishing returns in agriculture into constant
returns. No need for comparative advantage here, and, as we shall see, no
need for it later in his Principles .’
７７）Ibid., p.１２９.
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moted. This change in the rate of profit, however, is not an immediate
effect of foreign trade, but rather points to another matter―that is,
the distribution of wealth among classes within a national economy,
which is surely a matter of value in Ricardo economics.
We must note that, in his theory on foreign trade, Ricardo clearly
distinguished the matter of value from the matter of price. We can
confirm this examining Ricardo’s chapter‘On Colonial Trade’. In that
chapter, Ricardo criticizes the argument of Smith, according to which
the monopoly of colony trade chiefly depresses the industry of the col-
ony and decreases that of the mother country. Against Smith’s con-
tention, Ricardo points out various cases in which the mother country
might benefit from the restraints applied to its colonies. Ricardo ar-
gues especially the case of treaties of commerce in which the mother
country binds its colony to purchase the commodities of the mother
country. Unless the exchange is not in the hands of a monopoly com-
pany, Ricardo guesses,‘the price which they will both pay will not dif-
fer greatly from their natural price in the country where they are pro-
duced.’７８） Is there any advantage or disadvantage inherent in this
treaty when commodities are exchanged according to their natural
price？
The treaty imposes a disadvantage on the colony, namely, that it is
forced to purchase the commodities of mother country when it might
instead have been able to buy it at the much lower natural prices of
some other country.
The treaty however, offers no advantage to a seller in the mother
７８）Ibid., pp.３４０―１.
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country, because that seller is selling commodities according to their
natural price. The advantage bestowed upon the mother country, Ri-
cardo says,‘consist in this: these particular goods could not have been
made in England［the mother country according to Ricardo’s supposi-
tion］for exportation, but for the privilege which she alone had of
serving this particular market; for the competition of the country,
where the natural price was lower, would have deprived her of all
chance of selling those commodities.’７９）If the mother country has not
any other goods‘which, at the existing value of money, she can afford
to sell at the natural price of other countries’,８０）it must charge in pre-
cious metals for the goods it continues to import from its colonies.
What is the consequence of this chain of events？ Precious metals
drain from the mother country, and as a result the value of money is
raised‘and with it the natural price of all commodities produced by
British［the mother country’s］industry is also lowered.… British com-
modities may now be exported; for at their reduced natural price they
may now enter into competition with the goods of other countries.’８１）
（the emphasis is Ricardo’s）As the prices of a colony increase, the
mother country will need to import fewer colony goods than when the
treaty bestowed upon the mother country a special advantage.
As is known, at this point, the level of barter trade is restored be-
tween a mother country and its colony. We can understand that the
advantages or disadvantages engendered by a treaty are transitional.
Ricardo grasps this as a matter of change in natural price, and not
７９）Ibid., p.３４１.
８０）Ibid., p.３４２.
８１）Ibid., p.３４２.
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value, among countries.‘Foreign trade, then, whether fettered, en-
couraged, or free, will always continue, whatever may be the com-
parative difficulty of production in different countries; but it can only
be regulated by altering the natural price, not the natural value, at
which commodities can be produced in those countries, and that is ef-
fected［sic］by altering the distribution of the precious metals.’（Em-
phasis added）８２）
The phrase“the comparative difficulty of production”in the above
quote is known to relate to the“theory of comparative costs”, which
pertains to the interest of free trade.８３）Central to this thinking, how-
ever, is the fact that foreign trade is a matter of natural price, regard-
less of the reason for foreign trades. From Ricardo’s view point,“the
cost of price”of Senior and the“demand and supply”of Torrens,―
both of which are considered regulators of international exchange,―
are after all a matter of natural price, which never affects the rate of
profit or the amounts of value in a country. This, in turn, relates to
productivity and distribution in the domestic economy, both of which
are matters of natural value that, Ricardo admits, are factors that con-
tribute to an increase or decrease in accumulation within a country.
Closing remarks
The international economy, for Ricardo, is essentially a trade of bar-
ter ―although Ricardo recognized sufficiently the role of gold in for-
eign trades―and it is not immediately related to the amounts of value
８２）Ibid., p.３４３.
８３）Ricardo did not use the term“comparative cost”. This term was introduced
by J.S. Mill. See, Seligman（１９１１）, p.３４.
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in a country. Foreign trades in Ricardo theory are primarily relation-
ships among civilized, national economies.８４）８５）For Torrens and Senior,
the acquisition of precious metals of every country, including colonies,
has become more extensive and more important than that for Ricardo.
Torrens and Senior had to dispute with how to maintain British domi-
nance in the international economy. The title of J.S.Mill’s paper ―“Of
the Laws of Interchange between Nations; and the Distribution of the
Gains of Commerce among the Countries of the Commercial World”―
was symbolic expression of the time after Ricardo.
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Summary
The Controversy between Torrens and Senior, and Ri-
cardo’s Theory of Foreign Trade
Shigeyoshi SENGA
It has been recognized that theory of foreign trade has comple-
mented and advanced from Ricardo’s theory of comparative cost to J.
S. Mill’s theory of reciprocal demand. For the purpose to consider the
significance of this change of theory from Ricardo to Mill, this paper
examines controversies between Torrens and Senior in the１８４０’s, to
which Mill himself acknowledged the relationship of his theory.
Torrens’The Budget（１８４４）criticized the Whig policies on modifica-
tion of the Corn Laws and change of duties in sugar trade. He insists
the government not to reduce duties unilaterally but to carry on its
foreign trade policy on the principle of reciprocity. Senior, on the
other hand, argued that Torrens’proposal was in fact revival of mer-
cantilism and protectionism. He maintains that international division of
labor and free trade promotes the prosperity of a country as well as
domestic division of labour.
Both of them differ in opinion mainly on next two points. First: Sen-
ior recognizes no special border between the national and the interna-
tional market by the reason that the cost of production regulates both
markets, but Torrens distinguishes the international sphere where the
principles of demand and supply regulate. Second: Torrens and Senior
are identified in placing the foreign trade to acquire the precious met-
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als from the world market, but there is rivalry over the mediums and
its effects. Senior supposes the precious metals gotten by foreign
trade directly expressing the power of competition, but Torrens con-
siders that precious metals flowed into domestic sphere, without re-
gard to means to get them, would express the power of money wage
by increasing the general price of country. On these two points, Tor-
rens seems to follow in Ricardo’s footsteps.
Ricardo’s theory, however, is different from Torrens and Senior on
the next point. It is significance of foreign trade to national economy
and to the political economy（economics）. Ricardo considers foreign
trade being essentially a barter trade and not increasing immediately
the amounts of value in a country. Ricardo supposes the rate of gen-
eral profit being determined without capital which is invested to for-
eign trade. Ricardo’s economics focuses to find the law of distribution
in domestic economy. From view point of Ricardo,‘the cost of produc-
tion’in Senior and‘demand and supply’in Torrens, which are con-
sidered as regulator of international exchange, are after all the matter
of‘natural price’but not the matter of‘natural value’which relates
to analyze distribution in domestic economy. While for Torrens and
Senior, foreign trade of every country containing colony has become
more extensive and more important than that for Ricardo.
Summary
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